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Overview 

Analogic Architecture a Bionmetic Speculation 
 

 

There is a beauty to science, and a science to the beauty that is 

intrinsic in art. The exploration of art and science in architecture 

are intertwining studies in the pursuit of new inspiration and 

ideas. Art and science are both processes in the understanding 

of our world and all its complexities in naturei. Natural 

inspirations, Biomimicry and biophilic designii have been present 

in architectural history since the early Eighteenth Century. 

Architects, designers and engineers have returned to their 

natural and biological roots to investigate and seek out solutions 

to design and performance-based problems within architecture.  

 

The first chapter, Nature and its Biological Roots, sets the scene 

for bio inspiration within the Twentieth Century. Nature and its 

historical roots lie deep within the Eighteenth Century when 

immense scientific and biological discoveries were made. It was 

from these findings that the foundations for modern-day 

thinking and technology were derived.  
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The second chapter on Biomimicry discusses the idea of 

Biomimicry as a method of correcting the problems left behind 

from the Industrial Revolution and Modernism. Biomimicry does 

not seek to simply imitate or represent nature but endeavors to 

learn from nature. Janine M. Benyus expresses the idea that 

nature should be practiced and comprehended in accordance 

with three key points: Nature as a Model, Nature as a Measure, 

and Nature as a Mentor. This chapter expresses how, through 

these themes, Biomimicry has been used in an architectural 

discourse through experiments, methods and architectural 

buildings. 

 

The third chapter, Architectural Laboratory: an Influence of 

Scientific Creativity, discusses the question of whether 

architecture of a laboratory influences a scientist's creativity and 

productivity. This chapter looks at this question to identify the 

importance of architectural design as a stimulating environment 

for creating innovative thinking. Biophilia is the theoretical idea 

that is concerned with bringing humans back into contact with 

nature. Biophilia stimulates the senses and helps the mind to 

think outside of the box. Architects and scientist have been 

researching the neurological effects of humans and nature 
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within a built environment to establish how architecture and 

nature can influence creativity and productivity.  

 

The fourth chapter, Natural Inspirations: Design Work, is a 

comprehensive description of my architectural design and how 

Biomimicry, biophilia and bio-inspiration has influenced and 

shaped the design process. This chapter includes a series of 

models and formal investigations into the ideas that surround 

Biomimicry and bio-organisms, and tests what architecture can 

learn from biology. The formal investigation tests the current 

methods related to structure, construction, tectonics and 

performance based processes and material.  
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Chapter One 

Nature and its biological roots 

 

 

The model of nature has influenced many facets of design and 

has been a dominant theme in architectural theory. Its forms, 

tectonics, and structural, organizational and performance 

principles have been used as poetic metaphors in architectural 

design. Nature in architecture has had a historical precedent 

that dates back to the early Eighteenth Century, when German 

romantic theorist’s investigated the generative laws that 

underlined the diversity of natural forms in art. The idea that 

nature was characterized by an underlying unity in variety was 

first explored by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, a poet and 

literary theorist who challenged the idealist notion of imitation 

and shifted into shared laws of natural development and formal 

generationsiii. The influences of nature in architecture prior to 

Goethe’s rational were concentrated on superficial 

representations of ornamentation. Goethe labeled his 

fundamental research Morphology, and was concerned with the 

idea of the primordial seed, a biological and evolutionary  
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Fig 1.0: Goethe’s sketches of the primordial seed 
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study focusing on the form and structure of organisms. Through 

these generative studies Goethe noted that each plant specimen 

demonstrated morphological signs of development that could 

reveal formal unity in the natural world. From the study of the 

leaf he developed the idea of natural morphogenesis, an 

evolutionary process of development and growth. Goethe 

believed that the leaf acquired the inner energy of that 

organism and would provide its own ability to generate its 

characteristic forms throughout the three principle stages of 

development. The three stages of metamorphosis development 

consisted of seeding, growth and propagation. Metamorphosis 

development generated the laws of transmutations or 

transformations where nature produces one part from another, 

through the modification of a single order. Morphology, or what 

was later called homology, influenced the scientific research of 

Nineteenth Century naturalists such as Charles Darwin.  

 

Darwin’s own theory of evolution by natural selection was 

profoundly influenced by Goethe’s ideas of transformation, 

where Goethe was concerned about the continuing flux of  

living organisms and not contemporized ideas of transmutation 

of a single species. Evolution by natural selection identifies the 
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origins of diverse species and theorizes how these species 

evolved and adapted to their environments over time. Darwin’s 

observations of variations within a single species indicated that 

each organism could be traced back to a single ancestry 

specimen. Variations and reproduction are a means of survival, 

where the most vigorous and best-adapted males, in a process 

of natural selection, will produce the most offspringiv.  

 

 

Fig 1.1: Darwin’s variation graph 

A pivotal ideology of Naturalist theorist was that the underlying 

evolution in nature was derived from generative laws that 

would produce and create variations, in accordance to 
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adaptations for survival. This ideology became prevalent with 

German Romantic theorists, in that art and, consequently, 

architecture would be able to be created freely in accordance to 

laws, like nature. The artist attains law-abiding principles that 

transform the object or art into an embodiment of life and a 

natural growth processv.  

 

The meaning of nature and how people perceived its principles 

had dramatically changed by the Twentieth Century. Rapid 

industrialization, mass production and the development of new 

technology and forms of construction, had transformed the 

patterns of political, social and environmental development. 

With standardization and mass production came the 

degradation and rejection of the natural environment and of 

nature as an entity to draw from.  

 

Architects, artists and designers lost sight of nature as a model. 

In the 1970s, images of the world from outer space and new 

scientific discoveries of the double helix DNA strands were 

beginning to emerge. This progression of biological and 

technological studies was a significant step towards reuniting 

nature and design, and changed the perception of nature for 
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future generations. Nature became visual; an exploration into 

the microscopic and genetic makeup of organisms amplified the 

possibilities within architectural design. The focus of nature was 

diverted away from the product becoming more important than 

the process, and the form less important than the functionvi. 

 

Buckminster Fuller, a seminal architect of the 1930s, understood 

the potential of morphogenetic design and environmental 

adaptability, which he explored through the design of his 

geodesic domes. He understood the Nineteenth Century view of 

nature that valued regularity in platonic forms because they 

expressed a natural order. He also believed that nature and 

surface were an interconnected system that represented ideas 

of an active and engaging manner. Fuller wrote “Synergy is the 

only word in our language that means behavior of whole 

systems unpredicted by the separately observed behaviors of 

any of the system’s separate parts or any subassembly of the 

system’s parts. Universe is synergetic. Life is synergetic”. His 

architecture evoked the very ideas of environmental, ecological 

and sustainable design strategies that changed the way society 

thinks, acts and lives today.  
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Fuller’s geodesic dome articulates architectural and tectonic 

expression through its intrinsic detailing of structure, 

morphology and its ability to react to environmental changes. 

Geodesic domes were a complex geometry in which it was 

difficult to differentiate structure from cladding. The domes 

embody structural and geometric principles from single-celled 

protozoan called radiolarian. The geodesic dome uses the 

radiolarian design with a series of concentric layers. The outer 

concentric layer consists of a sequence of triangular octet units 

welded together into interconnected diamonds. The second 

layer is constructed of hexagonal frames held together by steel 

webbing, arranged in a metal lattice of three-dimensional 

tetrahedrons, all of which is sealed from the outside by 

thousands of acrylic minidomes. This complexity was developed 

through Fuller’s ideas of microcosm within macrocosm, the 

concept of nature beginning with the smallest elements and 

building up into larger structures. 

 

 Fuller’s surface consciousness also derives its essence from the 

metaphor of an orange or human skin where it can adapt itself 

according to external environmental conditions through the 

processes of photo, sound and heat sensitivity. 
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Fig 1.2: Buckminster Fuller’s Geodesic Dome 

 

 

Fig 1.3: Indicates the parallels between Ernest Haeckel’s sketches of 

Radiolarian and Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic dome construction 
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The complex arrangement of concentric layers not only ensures 

structural stability, but operates by activating specific elements 

for light, heat and sound regulation. Climate control is broken 

down into repetitive components that act like pores of the skin, 

whereas heat is regulated by a series of automated shutters that 

would reduce the amount of glazing within each cell. These 

shutters were designed to modulate the sun’s rays, selectively 

opening and closing as the sun moves across the skyvii. These 

domes were enriched with the notion that buildings are living 

mechanisms that metamorphose in response to the 

surroundings, and were seen as an inspiration for science and 

architecture. 

 

Goethe, Darwin and Buckminster Fuller provided an insight into 

the intricate world of biology. Their research into the 

morphology of forms and natural selection set the foundation 

for biological translations and Biomimicry, which looked to 

nature to provide superior models for architectural design. 

Synergy of a whole system, as Fuller noted, was the key 

biological translation for architecture, which incorporated 

structure, form and performance as a single body that operated 

and adapted to its immediate environment. 
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Chapter Two 

Biomimicry 
 
 

Architecture in the Twentieth Century rejected historical and 

architectural precedents in order to develop an architecture 

that was relevant to the era. Twentieth Century architecture 

generated buildings that emulated the idea of the machine and 

mechanism. Le Corbusier stated that "houses were machines for 

living in.” Industrialization, standardization, mass production 

and the metaphor of the machine were symbolic of the way 

technology has changed people’s perceptions of living. As 

machines, buildings took on the characteristics of the assembly 

line, devoid of any meaning. Throughout the world the effects of 

modernism and its architectural theory resulted in extensive 

generic Cartesian box architecture that disregarded its social 

and environmental context. These buildings and the associated 

technology rejected the environment and added to the pollution 

of cities. Within the last decade, global warming, the depletion 

of our natural resources, and pollution have directly impacted 

on the architectural world spurring a consciousness of the 

necessity of ecologically sustainable design.  
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Biomimicry has transformed the way we live on earth. The 

meaning of Biomimicry is derived from the Greek words bios, 

life and mimesis, imitation or the imitation of life. Biomimicry is 

not based on what we can extract from nature but rather what 

we can learn. It is the quest for innovation inspired by nature, a 

new science that studies nature’s models and then imitates or 

takes inspiration to develop designs as a process to solve human 

problems. By doing it nature’s way we have the potential to 

change the way we grow food, make materials, harness energy 

and store information.  

 

For Janine M. Benyus, the author of Innovation Inspired by 

Nature, Biomimicry expresses the idea that nature should be 

practiced and comprehended in accordance with three key 

points:  

 

1.     Nature as Model. Biomimicry is a new science that studies 

nature’s models and then imitates or takes inspiration from 

these designs and processes to solve human problems, e.g., a 

solar cell inspired by a leaf 

2.     Nature as Measure. Biomimicry uses an ecological standard 

to judge the “rightness” of our innovations. After 3.8 million 
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years of evolution, nature has learned: what works; what is 

appropriate; what lasts. 

3.     Nature as Mentor. Biomimicry is a new way of viewing and 

valuing nature. It introduces an era based not on what we can 

extract from the natural world, but on what we can learn from 

it. 

 

This chapter seeks to identify how Biomimicry is used as a 

model, measure and mentor through examples of natural 

representations from the botanical, biological and zoological 

areas that highlight their structural, organizational and 

performance properties and the potential implications within 

architecture.  
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Model 

Processes derived from Biological Inventions 

 

 

Biomimicry and nature as a model for architecture can be 

related to the ideology and processes occurring within nature 

that solve architectural problems. In other words, studying 

different species to learn and interpret their operational and 

protective measures within their respective environments so 

that it can be applied to materials and systems that aid passive 

ecological design. 

 

Materials were once manufactured solely by nature, but as time 

went on people learnt to put fire to sand and extract iron from 

the earth to create inorganic matter. Each step is represented by 

an architectural and technological era – the Stone Age, the 

Bronze Age, the Iron Age, the Plastic Age and now the Silicon 

Age (Benyus 1997). Each period brought with it a progression of 

materials, each distancing itself from nature and what one could 

learn from natural materials. Today new emergent technology 

takes inspiration from nature and its biological interventions, 

which craft its organisms into complex and highly functional 
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systems that enhance architecture by creating life, such as 

buildings that act and function like organisms. These buildings 

generate and sustain their own means of energy, water, natural 

ventilation, repairs and responses to seasonal changes. 

 

Norman Foster’s Swiss Re Towers resemble the cage of a 

Porifera, more commonly known as a Venus Flower basket or 

sea sponges. The sea sponge was a proven model of Biomimicry 

as it provided more than one operation for imitation. The 

internal spiral wells of the flower provide a perfect model for 

structure and natural ventilation, and the projectile shape 

reduces the howling gales that develop around the base of 

conventional slab skyscrapers.  

 

The Venus flower basket has an intricate and delicate 

arrangement of macro and microstructures. The structures that 

comprise the sea sponge’s skeleton are made from fiber optic 

glass created at zero degrees Celsius. Within the sponge’s cage 

are several layers of structural hierarchy, the hair-like fibers are 

bound together and arranged in a lattice or open criss-cross 

pattern that runs diagonally, interweaving through alternate 

squares of the lattice. The organism adapts this structure as a 
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reinforcement mechanism to withstand the structural pressures 

of the deep sea. The structural frame resembles that of the 

radiolarian that Buckminster Fuller employed in his geodesic 

domes, and is found to be a useful model for high-rise buildings 

to counteract sheer stresses. 

 

 

 

Fig2.0: Indicates the relationship between the structure of the Venus 

Flower Basket and the structure of Norman Foster’s Swiss Re Towers 
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Sponges are sedentary, filter-feeding metazoans with a single 

layer of flagellated cells pumping in a uni-directional water 

current through the body. The flagellated cells are made up two 

parts: the epithelium and pinacoderm, which lines all the 

exterior surfaces. Throughout the tubular structure are 

individual cells that contain simple channels through which 

water can pass into the structural cavity. Water then exits the 

sponge chambers by way of an apopyle opening, the osculumviii.  

Norman Foster’s Swiss Re Towers adopt both processes of 

structural organization and filter feeding to produce an office 

space that is enclosed within a free-form glass skin that 

generates its own microclimate. The double-curved geometry 

mimics the outer structure with the use of reinforcing ridges 

arranged in a spiral pattern. The ridges are designed to 

counteract the effect of ovalization, a process in which 

cylindrical objects are prone to collapse under a twisting 

pressure. Natural ventilation is achieved by drawing air through 

gaps between each floor level, creating a giant double-glazing 

effect. Air is packed between the two layers of glazing façade, 

which insulates and warms the building during the winter 

period. During summer the double-glazing effect is reversed – 

the shafts pull out warm air from the interior of the building. 
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This stack system is used as a means to reduce the energy 

demands of air conditioning for the high-rise building.  

 

Biomimicry and its use of nature as a model, obtains inspiration 

from biology to solve human and architectural problems. As the 

science of biology expands and uncovers new species and the 

way in which they interact within their environments, so does 

the way in which architecture adapts and learns new 

approaches towards structure, tectonics and performance 

within a building.  
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Measure 

Form and Function derived from Embodied 

Natural Principles 

 

 

Biomimicry and nature as a measure for architectural design can 

be associated with the generation of form and function that lies 

hidden, embodied within nature. The theory of evolution and 

natural selection has had 3.8 billion years of progression, 

providing a vast range of organisms from which scientists and 

architects can draw. Through the investigation of the structural, 

organizational and performance properties of these organisms 

an architectural language is generated and expressed through 

form, spatial, functional, structural and stylistic properties. 

 

The plant is the ideal metaphor for the structure of a building. 

The plant’s roots provide a foundation and stability; the stems 

are the structure that withstands forces; and the leaves are 

designed for energy intake and shading. Self-organization, 

hierarchical arrangements and the understanding of material 

systems are dominant elements in the analysis of the inner 

structures of natural organisms.  
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The Architectural Association has examined the arrangement of 

the self-organization of plants, bamboo and palm leaves to 

distinguish its structural capacity and functionality. Three-

dimensional models of the bamboo and palm leaves were 

developed to simulate the actual geometry and placement of 

their biological makeup. The first model of the bamboo stem 

identified biomimetics, an engineering principle derived from 

the structural and hierarchical system of plant fibers and cells, 

which arrange them in order to resist gravitational and wind 

loads. Hierarchical systems are concerned with components on 

a micro and macro level. In creating three-dimensional models 

that look at horizontal cross sections of a stem, the Architectural 

Association identified that the hierarchical systems of fibers 

were not uniform and varied in size and shape, and arranged 

themselves in accordance to the stress loads. Biological self-

organization takes place under environmental stresses. Bamboo 

shoots grow in nature with varying stem diameters and heights. 

They grow longitudinally and in sections. As the bamboo shoots 

grow taller, the radial growth of the stem increases slightly to 

ensure that there is flexibility under wind stresses. The bamboo 

stems are made up of long cylindrical fibers that are arranged 

into shoot sheaths with vascular bundles around themix. The  
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Fig 2.1: Signifies the structural and organizational relationship between 

Architectural Association’s three-dimensional models and Toyo Ito’s 

Sendi Mediatheque building. 
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distribution of the bundles is dependent on the width and 

height of the shoot, reducing in material as the shoot becomes 

more slender, a technique used in construction to increase the 

lower levels as they have the most stresses deposited onto 

them.   

 

Toyo Ito has also investigated the engineering efficiency of 

nature and used inspiration from reeds in water for the Sendi 

Mediatheque building in Japan. Toyo Ito used the same ideas 

expressed in the bamboo investigations and simplified the 

reed’s structural system down to a series of steel tubes that 

varied in scale and magnitude in order to support several floors. 

The structural system also employs the diagonal lattice structure 

that again counteracts the forces of ovalization and prevents the 

cylindrical columns from twisting. Toyo Ito successfully 

implemented a new structural system that identified 

redundancy, producing strength where it was needed.  

 

Bamboo is an exceptionally strong material; the fibers have 

twice the compressive strength of concrete and roughly the 

same strength-to-weight ratio as steelx. Digital technology has 

allowed comprehensive algorithms to simulate the  
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Fig 2.2: Shows the organizational and geometric relationship between 

Architectural Association’s three dimensional models and built 

Isosurfaces of Alvaro Siza’s Serpentine Pavilion. 
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morphological growth of plant species in order to generate a 

biological pattern of growth and structure. Biological systems 

can be reduced down at a micro level to a series of patterns in 

nature. Patterns in nature have played a large role in 

architectural history – the order of the universe was reduced to 

platonic solids and geometrical archetypes. These patterns are 

generic self-assemble structures that have emergent properties 

and behavior. The emergent properties of human skin can act in 

the same way as bamboo. As skin is stretched over an area that 

is under more pressure, such as the heels of a foot, the 

mechanical behavior of the skin becomes stiffer and denser in 

order to cope with the structural loads. The Architectural 

Association developed strategies to explore global morphology 

that incorporates geometry, boundary and load conditions. A 

series of vertical cross sections through the bamboo indicated 

that geometrical patterns appear in all natural systems 

consisting of small, simple components that arrange themselves 

according to tension loads on the stems into complex structures, 

becoming smaller where more stresses occur. Isosurfaces are 

algorithmically generated as a digital mesh and provides a close 

study for their application in architecture, as a mathematic 

representation of real-world objects. Digital software produces a 
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digital mesh that creates a state of equilibrium based on the 

specific elasticity and membrane makeup of an organism, and 

generates the associated cutting patterns that can be 

transformed into a form of construction, from relatively non-

elastic materialsxi.  

 

Engineers have been interested in the implications of folded 

paper for its scientific and mathematical opportunities. Origami 

has provided a tool to understand the mechanisms of plants and 

wing-folding invertebrates.   

 

The study of palm leaves has highlighted the significance of a 

folded structure. In nature, the folds of the palm leaf are 

designed to both maximize the amount of light and water 

collected on the leaf, and to contribute to its strength and 

stability. The regularity and geometry of the leaf structure works 

in both tension and compression to oppose external forces. The 

origami-like model has been adapted into the architectural work 

of the Foreign Office Architects, Yokohama Ferry Terminal’s roof 

structure; a fabricated single sheet of steel that is folded to 

distribute structural loads.  
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Fig 2.3: Indicates the structural and tectonic relationship between 

Architectural Association’s three-dimensional models of the palm 

leaves and Foreign Office Architects’ Yokohama Ferry Terminal’s roof 

structure. 

 

In the Gecko’s Foot Peter Forbes describes how the wing-folding 

mechanism of insects can be demonstrated through a few 

simple folds of origami. Winged insects such as beetles need to 

fold their hind wings whenever they are not in flight their body 

appears to be completely covered in amour. Invertebrates need 

the ability to fold their wings in order to cope with the demands 

of flying. Folding techniques allow the invertebrates to change 

the shape of the wing, bending it in relation to air currents for 

uplift as there are no muscles within the wing, only at the root. 

Origami of a single material strengthens structurally with every 
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fold. This strength is crucial within the wing-folding mechanism 

to counteract wind pressures when flying. The wing-folding 

mechanism is designed to deploy in a hurry when the beetle is in 

danger or feel threatened. The movement of the mechanism has 

been studied and adopted by the automotive industry for 

inspiration and new methods of construction. This concept has 

been explored in the last chapter as a bio-mechanism for an 

architectural laboratory.  

 

Zoomorphic studies have also highlighted many of the 

organizational and hierarchical properties intrinsic in plant 

structures. Vertebrate animals have hidden structure 

underneath a muscles and skin. The architectural potential of 

vertebrate structures lies within the arrangement of bone 

structures and the relationships between form and functionality.  

 

Architect Santiago Calatrava is interested in the beauty based on 

bodily metaphors, animal skeletons and human gestures. These 

natural references add scale, shape and dynamism to the 

designsxii. Calatrava’s sense of dynamic movement was derived 

from the values of nature; he studied the complexity animal 

bones and the way they join in order to express a dynamic 
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active condition. The Milwaukee Art Museum in Milwaukee was 

designed to rise with the metaphor of a bird taking off for flight. 

This was achieved through the kinetics of the roof structure, a 

series of steel fins that act as a screen that opens and closes as a 

welcoming gesture to visitors. The fins pivot from a swap mast 

that can slant to 47 degrees, creating an intricate patterning of 

building components. The kinetic movement of the building 

changes the geometry and atmosphere of the structure as a 

whole, a synthesis of a complex interplay of light, space, 

material, form and structure.  

 

 

Fig 2.4: Indicates the kinetic movement of the Milwaukee Art Museum.  

 

The investigation into Biomimicry and bio-inspiration is as 

endless as the investigation of biology itself. It is learning from 

what are right, what is appropriate and what lasts in the natural 
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world. More importantly, it is a development of engineering, 

architectural and aesthetic ideas. Biomimicry provides an insight 

into a biological world; collaboration between natural science 

and its tectonic expression in architecture where the emerging 

contemporary architecture and research derives inspiration 

from nature. 
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Mentor 

Survival and Adaptability 

 

 

Biomimicry and nature as a mentor for architectural design can 

be associated with survival and adaptability of organisms within 

their environment. Biomimicry as a mentor has allowed 

architecture to investigate the dynamic exchange between an 

organism and its environment, in order to establish new models 

of architecture through biochemical processes and functionality. 

Architects sought to investigate the complexities between form 

and structure, and the internal operating systems of organisms 

and their environments, not as individual components but as a 

single entity. This was to be known as polymorphism. In 

biological terms, polymorphism refers to the occurrence of 

different forms, stages or types in individual organisms. 

Polymorphism in architectural terms is a linguistic expression 

defined by a variety of morphogenetic design techniques, that 

synthesis the process of formation and materialization. 

Morphogenetic design processes are applied to architecture to 

simultaneously explore organizational and spatial opportunities 

and to adapt to extrinsic environmental influences. 
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Polymorphism is the key to understanding form, materials and 

structure, not as separate elements but rather as a collection of 

complex systems. 

 

The study of plant morphology, metabolism and material 

performance provides a deeper understanding of structural 

dynamics and adaptive principles. Metabolic morphology of 

plants is a highly complex arrangement of processes that work 

together to produce energy. One of those processes is 

photosynthesis, where the shape and morphology of plants 

allow them to absorb sunlight through their surface membranes 

to produce a constant source of energy. This design is deeply 

integrated into the capturing and transmitting of energy, 

modifying light, heat generation, transportation systems, and 

systems of air movement. Surface membranes become a 

complex mechanism that separates, interacts and adapts to its 

surrounding environments.  

 

The study of the transformation of energy has prompted a large 

movement within the technical world. Nanotechnologies and 

smart materials have been found to mimic the adaptive 

properties of nature. These smart materials abide by the laws of 
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nature and undergo transformations of energy from one form to 

another. Electro-restrictive materials transform electrical energy 

into elastic or mechanical energy; a physical change in shape or 

formxiii. Electro-restrictive materials follow the ideas of plant 

metabolism as they collect solar energy from the sun and 

transform that energy into performance applications. 

 

 Michael Hensel studied natural materials, such as wood, at a 

microscopic level to explore its performance capacity. The 

structure displayed an inherent directionality within the 

material make-up, which enables wood to change dimensions 

due to fluctuations in extrinsic conditionsxiv. Wood is 

hygroscopic – the capillary structure absorbs moisture from the 

environment in order to achieve a balance between the 

moisture content and humidity of an environment. The 

pinecone displays this behavior even after it has detached itself 

from the tree. Pinecones open and close to ensure that they 

release their seeds during times of high humidity for favorable 

proliferation.  

 

Steffen Riechert from the Department for Form Generation and 

Materialization in Germany tested these intrinsic values by 
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producing, a responsive surface structure of veneer composite 

components. The veneer had the capacity to adapt to changes in 

relative humidity, which resulted in moisture-activated changes 

in the shape of the timber components. These investigations 

into performance -oriented design and advances in technology 

have led to the developed of pervasive technology; a responsive 

system for architecture. 

 

 

 
 
Fig 3.0: Reveals the relationship between the adaptive properties of 

pinecones and their ability to open and close as a response to humidity. 
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Chapter Three 

Architectural Laboratory: An Influence of 

Scientific Creativity 

 

 

Architecture has used science as a metaphor for its romantic, 

poetic, functional and aesthetic qualities. However, the 

architecture of science and scientific buildings means many 

things to different interpreters. Laboratory design is typically an 

arrangement of spaces and facilities that, in recent years, have 

emphasized function over form. Historically, laboratory design 

has been comprised of modulated and generic spaces that hid 

the researcher and their work away, only reveling scientific 

findings as a finished product. Over the past several years there 

has been an increase in architecturally designed laboratories by 

notable architects such as Frank Gehry, Rafael Vinoly and 

Norman Foster. These architects are practising a new direction 

in architectural and laboratory design. With this new trend to 

create iconic laboratory buildings comes a vast range of criticism 

from historians, designers, architects and scientist alike. On one 

side of the debate critics believe that architectural design 

laboratories are mere representations of the architect. On the 
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other side are those who argue that the architecture can 

become a background for visual and creative stimulus. There 

have been many ways that science has been architecturally sited 

and how architecture has become “scientized”, and that there is 

no single transtemporal, transcultural entity that is “the 

laboratory” (Galison and Thompson 1999).  

 

Architects are free to interpret their vision of science and how a 

scientific building should look, act and operate as a scientific 

metaphor. One of the criticisms that has arisen is that 

architecture has situated science as an icon of its creator, with 

little regard for the technical and functional. Laboratories, 

especially in schools or on university campuses, have been 

among the plainest and most dull-looking constructions. 

Universities have invested large sums on money into updating 

their facilities and commission well-known architects for the 

design. One side of the debate opposes the idea that the 

architecture is influencing creative thinking. It believes that 

architects are merely creating architecture that is iconic symbols 

and producing a marquee to cover its lack of functionality with 

aesthetics. Aesthetics is used as a tool to rank supremacy over 

facilities in the hopes of attracting students. Universities and 
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clients are willing to pay for critically acclaimed architects to 

design laboratories in order to attach a certain image or 

perception associated with that architect. These buildings are 

powerful imagery for the research of the future; ground-

breaking designs intended to mimic the very ideas of ground-

breaking research. However, image is not everything. One of the 

main concerns about iconic or stylist designs is their disregard 

for the programmatic and functioning of the building.  

 

Influential architect Louis Khan combined light and space with 

the functionality of a laboratory. To scientists, however, emotive 

architecture meant nothing if it did not fit with the function of 

the building. Khan designed two laboratory buildings that would 

seem to foreshadow the confines of modern designer labs. The 

first was in 1962, the Richard Medical Laboratories at the 

University of Pennsylvania. The Richard Medical Laboratory 

consisted of 10-storey stacks of studios that were framed with 

even taller brick service towers. The arrangement was complex 

and greatly admired in architectural literature for its imposing 

presence and imaginative presentation of space and structurexv. 

Khan and architectural theorists believed it was an inspiration of 

innovation, however the building was lacking in function. The 
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scientists who worked in it felt that the design impaired their 

ability to research. Exposed pipes collected dust in what was to 

be a sterile zone, there was a shortage of wall space for 

equipment and fridges, and Khan’s widespread use of windows 

let light beam into the space, melting ice bucks and blinding the 

occupants within. The scientists were more concerned with how 

their environment impaired their ability to research rather than 

the research itself. 

In 1965 Louis Khan redeemed himself by designing the Salk 

Laboratory, a truly beautiful laboratory that not only 

encompassed the essence of light and silence but corrected all 

programmatic faults of the Richard Medical Laboratories. It was 

the marriage of architectural ideas, the subtle play of light and 

materiality, and the attention to the function of the building 

that set a precedent for future generations.   

 

Jon Cohen, a scientist at the University of Cincinnati, posed the 

ultimate question about architectural laboratory design: Does 

the architecture of a laboratory influence a scientist's creativity 

and productivity? 

Architects and scientist have found that architecture can do just 

that. Architecture is not simply a money-maker, but it is 
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responsive to the scientific environments outside of the 

laboratory. The idea of morphology in science connects 

structure and form in an evolutionary process. As science 

evolves, becoming more widespread and multidisciplinary, so 

does the science of architecture. Architecture grows and adapts 

to an ever-spanning series of programmatically and physical 

requirements. Peter Galison collated a collection of essays called 

The Architecture of Science. In the article Architecture Discovers 

Sciencexvi, he states that the laboratory and what it produces in 

consistently in the eye of the public and the economic storm, 

which has a philosophical, symbolic significant that is important 

to architects. Galison went on to say that architectural 

surroundings are becoming more important to scientists, as they 

branch out and interact with the business world, starting their 

own biotechnology and electronics companies and aggressively 

patenting discoveries. The future of laboratory design is now 

conscious of the need for new environments in which scientists 

can break the mould of conventional practice where they 

interact with different disciplines.  

 

Generating new environments for creativity insists on a unique 

combination of architecture, science, technology and aesthetics. 
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The adoption of Biophilic design, an ecological theory that 

integrates the natural environment and processes, enhances the 

neurological processes of human performance. Humans respond 

neurologically to architecture and a physical environment. An 

environment has physical elements that affect our perception of 

light, space, sound, smell and touch. These physical elements 

trigger neurological responses within our brainwaves, sensory 

and muscular systems, which generate behavioral and 

interactive responses to active the mind in a different way. 

Biophilic design is viewed as the missing link in environmental 

and ecological design. It is the deliberate attempt to translate an 

understanding of the inherent human affinity to affiliate with 

natural systems and processes, known as Biophilia, into the 

design of the built environment. This process is difficult to 

achieve given our understanding of biology and the human 

capacity to associate and value nature (Kellert, Heerwagen and 

Mador 2008). It is concerned with bringing human contact back 

to nature and using nature as a means for health and productive 

purposes. Nature evokes the senses and induces productivity 

and innovation.  
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The connection between the interaction with and perception of 

the natural environment can impact on creative processes. 

Intelligence and consciousness are an evolutionary process of 

our sensory systems. Creativity is concerned with divergent 

thinking, the unrestrained state of generating ideas and directed 

thinking, a more concentrated and editing process. Creativity in 

architectural design, therefore, should test the boundaries of 

open-planned interactive or divergent spaces and private 

individual editing spaces. Changing people’s work environments 

and breaking all the normal patterns of interaction and 

occupation has proven to have physical and creative benefits, 

including improved worker performance, lower stress levels, 

greater motivation, and improved concentration and memory.  
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Chapter Four: 

Design Project: Bio-mechanism Laboratory 

 

 

The science of ecology is extensive and difficult to define. 

Ecology is best described as the interrelationships between 

invertebrate and vertebrate species and their environments. 

The basic philosophy is to account for the abundance and 

distribution of these organisms. Biology, like the study of 

ecology, looks at specimens on a micro to a macro basis, and 

encompasses a whole variety of disciplines that measure and 

investigate from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives, 

whole organisms, cellular and molecular, from behavior and 

physiology to evolution and the interactions within and between 

populations (Hunter, R and Watt 1999).  

 

There are 1.7x10⁶ species that originate from plants, insects and 

vertebrates in the world, and this number is constantly growing 

with new ecological discoveries. Very few of these species have 

been researched in depth, which provides an opportunity for 

scientists to investigate these single species or populations in 

detail. The object of this thesis was to design a natural sciences 
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ecological research and laboratory center for post-graduate 

students that were associated with a local university institute. 

The purpose of the building was to provide an opportunity for 

students to investigate and learn about species within a 

contained urban context. Ecology is determined by trends over 

time. This opens up prospects for developing a program that 

embarks on short- and long-term research of specimens within 

their environment.  
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Site Analysis 

Criteria for finding a Site 

 

 

In selecting an ideal site for a natural sciences research and 

ecological laboratory, careful considerations had to be made in 

regards to two specific site criteria. These two criteria are polar 

opposites in location and function; one site is within a thriving 

ecological zone and the other an urban centre. The first site 

criteria would be generated from the location of marine and 

forestry biological organisms. This Biological area will not only 

be essential for the functioning of sampling, but it follows the 

theoretical ideas of biophilic design, where the environment 

becomes an instrument for enhancing human physical, 

emotional and intellectual fitness. The second site criteria for a 

site location were one of utility, where the facility is located 

near a local urbanized educational facility. The ideal site for a 

natural sciences research and laboratory centre would be within 

Auckland City’s central fringe and would have to have a close 

proximity to the University of Auckland’s Institutions and to 

public transportation networks.  
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Kendall Bay has the best of both criteria as it is located outside 

of the urban fringe with close proximity to Auckland Central 

Business District. The ecosystem has a biological cross section 

that intersects through the terrestrial and marine environments. 

Kendall Bay has the required ecological zones necessary for an 

ecology laboratory that not only samples invertebrate and 

vertebrate specimens but that also samples the interactions of 

the surrounding environments.   

 

Kendall Bay is a relatively hidden ecosystem within an urban 

context. It consists of a dense littoral forest that faces south 

down to the Waitemata Harbour. Despite being south facing, 

there are large amounts of light on the site throughout the day. 

The variations in tree heights allow sunlight to penetrate 

through the dense bush onto the forest floor while providing 

protection from the prevailing southwesterly winds.  

 

The surrounding environment and the Waitemata Harbour 

Channel have been affected by urbanism and pollution. The 

Harbour is highly polluted due to the surrounding environment 

and the inability of the tide to flush water. The polluted natural 

ecosystem around the site had proven to be appealing from an 
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ecological and regenerative perspective. The programme of the 

natural sciences laboratory is to investigate the environmental 

effects of urbanization and pollution on the site environment 

and its effects on the ecology. The natural science laboratory 

will not only provide a mechanism for sampling biological 

organisms, but will be used as a tool for environmental 

recording and control. The building will provide ongoing data 

monitoring for ecological change within the environment.  
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Fig 4.0 Site Plan of the wider Auckland context and Kendall Bay, 

Birkenhead 

When looking at a site from an ecological perspective it is 

important to view it from a macro to a micro level in order to 

establish a functional programme for an ecology laboratory. The 

macro level starts with a biological cross section through the 

wider context, the site is then divided into horizontal 

geographical sectors and finally there is an examination into 

vertical zones of the terrestrial and the marine littorals.   

  

A biological cross section of the site illustrates the transition 

between geographical sectors in relation to their ecological 

zones. This biological cross section intersects from the terrestrial 

to the marine. The marine littoral comprises a deep harbour 

zone, a volcanically shaped reef and a fishing reserve, each with 

distinctive characteristics and ecological environments. The 

biological cross section is extremely important from a 

programmatic viewpoint as it is concerned with botanical and 

zoological species and their interactions with different ecological 

sectors.  
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The site’s boundary is determined by a series of gravel steps 

that lead down to the coastal littoral. The boundary has been 

broken up into geographical sectors from the terrestrial zone 

and the marine zone; these areas represent specific zones of 

ecological activity. These geographical sectors comprise an 

urban fringe, forest littoral, coastal littoral, and the marine 

littoral.  

 

The urban fringe separates the concealed forestry zone from the 

general public, hiding an untouched landscape and thriving 

ecosystem. There are no facilities located within this zone to 

ensure that there is abrupt transition between the urban and 

the ecosystem. 

 

The forest littoral is categorized by its steep terrain with a cliff 

condition, which is covered with dense bush and tall native 

trees. The forest littoral contains a dynamic exchange between 

invertebrates and plant species – invertebrates use plant species 

for their habitat and nourishment, and plants are reproduced 

through cross-pollination of insects.   
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The coastal littoral has a gentle ground-level incline and 

provides a transition from dense low-lying scrub to a sand dune 

beach condition. The transition also provides a unique shift for 

invertebrates that inhabit and move between the land and the 

sea. This zone collects the water in streams that has drained 

from the forest littoral and is subject to tidal cycles as a result of 

altering the ground conditions from stable to mudflats.  

 

The marine littoral is the region that extends from the splash 

zone of low tide on the beach and out towards the harbour. This 

littoral is concerned with the underwater ecosystem and how 

environmental factors affect marine species. 

 

Each ecological zone has its own unique site and ecology 

characteristics. The micro examination of the terrestrial littorals 

is separated into vertical zones, sub terrain, lower shrubs, and 

canopy. The marine littoral is also separated into vertical zones 

that range from the sea surface to the seabed and sediment life. 

Each zone deals with different types of species and 

environmental process that aid the growth and development of 

plants and invertebrates. 
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Fig 4.1: Biological cross section that intersects through the marine, 

coastal and forest littorals 

 

 

 

Fig 4.2 and 4.3: Site boundary of Kendall Bay, North Shore and Vertical 

cross section through the forest littoral     
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Architectural Models 

Formal Investigations into Entomology 

 

 

There are many preliminary starting points when generating 

concepts and ideas derived from Biomimicry and bio-

inspirations in architecture (which were explained in Chapter 

two, Biomimicry). Architects in the field have begun 

investigating methods of Biomimicry by studying two-

dimensional and three-dimensional representations of plant, 

insect and vertebrate structures. These design translations and 

developments are a process of testing and aligning them to sets 

of formal and technical criteria that will test the structural, 

organizational, tectonic and performance properties, in order to 

develop a series of potential architectural experiments and 

models. 

 

The formal investigation for this project started with an 

exploration of entomology and arthropods. This process of 

formal investigations of arthropods began at the Entomology 

Department of the Auckland War Memorial Museum, which 

houses the largest collection of invertebrates and arthropods in 
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New Zealand. The museum’s Entomology Department has 

specialized microscopes that allow the invertebrates and 

arthropods to be photographed at different scales. Various 

insect specimens were photographed both digitally and 

microscopically and analyzed for potential architectural 

translations. Invertebrates have provided source ideas for 

machines and mechanics. Transfers from surface conditions, 

complex surfaces, clear geometries, mobility, protection and 

responsiveness to environments, nature’s models provide 

inspiration for abstract architectural models.  

 

The first sets of abstracted models were developed from 

microscopic imagery of a parasitic wasp leg. These models 

translate the ideas that have arisen from examining the intricate 

structures of insects from a macro to a micro level. 

 

      Entomology is derived from the Greek word entomos, that 

which is cut in pieces, engraved or segmented, in other words 

‘insect’, the study of insects. One of the main objectives in the 

study of entomology is the process of investigation, where the 

method of dissecting sections and lifting layers is crucial to 

examining the mystery of what lies beneath. This method of  
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Fig 4.4: A collection of invertebrates from the Auckland War Memorial 

Museum Entomology Department, indicating tectonic and mechanic 

expressions 

 

Fig 4.5: Microscopic photograph of a parasitic wasp leg 
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dissection was applied to the first sets of models to deconstruct 

the microscopic image of a parasitic wasp leg. Deconstruction 

insists on breaking down components and inventing something 

new. Sections of this black-and-white image were cut and 

dissected into various components that were given depth and 

architectural qualities by manipulating flat surfaces. The models 

transferred movement from a flat linear plane to the volumetric 

and form-finding space through the fracture and rotation of cut 

segments. Jacques Derrida derived formal devices for 

deconstructing and unraveling textual objects or linguistic 

structures. Derrida broke down text by identifying binary 

oppositions in order to reveal and undermine the established 

hierarchy that exists between them; male and female, dead and 

alive, fixed and free, still and movement, the very ideas derived 

from invertebrates.    

 

The parasitic wasp imagery developed a series of three-

dimensional models that explored the ideas of deconstruction 

and Biomimicry; ideas of articulations in insect movement, 

hierarchy of levels and the complexity and interrelationships of 

components. Dissection allowed the components to be inserted 

into each other, not only creating ideas of structural  
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dependency but suggesting ideas of filtration of light and 

sensory mechanisms. 

 

 

Fig 4.6: Three Dimensional Models that were generated by the 

parasitic imagery 

 

These abstracted models became an evolutionary process within 

themselves, detaching from the original imagery of the parasitic 

leg. Each new model represented segmented body parts of an 
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arthropod, which developed new articulations in split or 

component surfaces, suggesting tectonic overlapping and 

hidden architectural space. The models continued the idea of 

the segmented body part and were arranged to produce an 

evolved specimen that investigated connections and conditions 

of engagement.  

 

The abstracted models furthered their architectural language by 

evolving in to the site conditions. The abstracted models 

generated a formal language of poetics, however they needed 

to be refined and detached from the context of the insect; to 

become architectural. One key method of detaching from the 

insect was achieved through a process of deconstruction of the 

drawing. Photographs of models were printed out and 

repeatedly drawn over to create a new variety of medium that 

reduced the imagery down to its clearest expression. Particular 

geometries began to be identified and highlighted. Each new 

model was a step in a morphic evolution – they were 

photographed and drawn over in order to refine and identify 

redundant material.  
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Fig 4.7: Drawing in order to detach from the insect imagery by 

reducing the drawing down to clear geometries  

 

The next generations of models were introduced into the 

environmental context to develop a formal strategy linking the 

specimen and the ground. The addition of the contextual site 

added the third element that articulated the relationship 

between structure and surface. Arthropods’ locomotion and 

movement across undulating surfaces and environments 

suggest a mode of engagement, whether a specimen is invasive, 

ground burrowing or articulates a precise relationship with the 

environment. The models demonstrated a combination of 
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invasive and passive engagements when adapted to the site. 

The models became a specimen that grew out of the ground, 

blurring the line between where the building starts and where 

the landscape ends. This process produced a sequence of 

models that resembled segmented arthropod body parts. These 

undulating surfaces needed to be detached even further from 

their original imagery, to progress into a bio-rational form that 

expressed the articulation of the arthropod. 

 

 

Fig 4.8: The models were introduced to the site to develop methods of 

engagements 

 

Arthropods are built from segments, a series of repeated 

modules that are paired with jointed appendages. The vaulted 

nature of segments was translated into a series of shell forms 

that where constructed by reducing the vaults down to a series 
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of geometrical shapes. These geometrical shapes obtained the 

essence of the previous models. The geometrical shapes were 

dissected and lifted to create a three-dimension mesh of 

organized complexity, generating biomorphic organisms that 

articulated arthropod surface conditions and connections.  

Biophilia has learnt that human beings connect physiologically 

and psychologically to structures embodying organized 

complexity more strongly than to environments that are either 

too plain or present disorganized complexityxvii .  

 

To test their tectonic potential, these segmented shells forms 

were introduced to specific zones of the site to see how the 

forms would interact with the ground condition. Because the 

forms were both ridged and symmetrical in shape, the models 

became static like a taxidermy insect once placed on the site. 

The static forms began to lose the essence of their previous 

generations; they needed to act and move like an arthropod in 

response to the landscape. Arthropods’ limbs and appendages 

work in compression and tension to lift extend and navigate 

through difficult terrain. These operations helped translate the 

shell forms into a series of lateral and vertical displacements 
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where the form twisted, lifted and sprawled in order to interact 

and relate to its surrounding site. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.9:  The relationship between the arthropods structural tectonics 

and the segmented shell forms 
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Architectural Models 

Biomimicry Models 

 

Formal investigations into biological structures, invertebrate and 

marine specimens will search for a potential tectonic language, 

structure or responsive system that is intrinsic to the study of 

Biomimicry. Through the study of invertebrates and plants 

Biomimicry has generated adaptive structures, sensors, shading 

devices, water collectors, photo-responsive mechanisms and 

wind-energy exploiters. To survive in a complex environment, 

organisms need to be able to gather environmental information 

through vision and orientation mechanisms that compute the 

information to a nervous system in order to react appropriately.  

 

The original imagery of the parasitic wasp evoked the ideas of 

hair-like surfaces and filtration of light, which have 

thermoelectric characteristics that detect temperature 

differentials. The hair-like structures have mechanoreceptors 

that operate to regulate body temperatures. Three-dimensional 

models were developed that explored existing information 

about parasitic moths and wasps in order to create a mechano-

activated operation to transform light energy into physical 
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movements as a response to the process of collecting organisms 

within the laboratory, changing light and providing shading 

devices.   

 

 

Fig 4.10: The relationship between the microscopic images of a single 

butterfly scale and the tectonic development for a Biomimicry model 

 

A formal investigation into the structure of individual moth 

scales identified a hierarchy of components. Microscopic images 

of a parasitic moth’s wings revealed a complex structure in 
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which individual veins separate sections of multiple scales and 

air pockets within each scale. Each element in the moth’s wing is 

equally important and plays its part for protection, 

aerodynamics and sensory systems. The single-celled scales 

span networks of vein structures that are organized into orderly 

rows. The individual cells express an elaborate extra-cellular 

structure comprised of ridges that run vertically along the scale, 

with hollowed-out nanocaverns that house photonic crystals – 

the microstructure of the scale that produces pigmentation of 

colours.  

 

The investigation into the microstructure of a single cell scale 

was the starting point in generating a tectonic model for the 

architectural laboratory. The cellular structure developed a 

pattern of simplified shapes and geometries, which were 

repeated to create a functioning biomimic system. Two-

dimensional drawings of scale shapes were created in AutoCAD 

and mirrored repetitively around a central axis. They were then 

transferred into a continuous three-dimensional form. The 

tectonics became a delicate, lacey, hair-like structure that could 

be implemented as a shading device over windows to alter light 

and provide comfortable interior conditions, or part of a 
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mechanism that reacted to programmatic functions such as the 

filtration and collection of leaf litter from the forest littoral. The 

form’s inter-linking structure can act in the same way as a 

moth’s microstructure in that the model could contain photonic 

cells that absorb light and allow the copious amounts of hair-like 

surfaces to react with thermoelectric and photoelectric 

transformations.  

 

 

 

Fig 4.11: Applications of the Biomimicry models 
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Laboratory Design 

Building Project Brief 

 

This design thesis is proposing an ecological research laboratory 

centre for a small number of post-graduate students. The 

programme for the Ecology Research Laboratory has been 

designed specifically to accommodate the needs of a small 

group of post-graduate students who will live and work on the 

site. Each laboratory is designed to accommodate the needs of 

10 scientists and subsequent teachers or supervisors in each 

building. 

 

The program of the facility is broken up into three separate 

buildings comprised of a complex arrangement of spaces and 

facilities that respond to the terrestrial and marine regions in 

which they are situated. These buildings are linked together 

through services, circulation and the arrangement of tectonic 

elements. The three individual buildings consist of a marine 

laboratory and two separate terrestrial laboratories. Each 

building is conceived as an organism operating in its particular 

ecological zone. The terrestrial region spans over three hundred 

metres and is divided into two sections, the forest and coastal 
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littoral, each with its own specific characteristics. The locations 

of these buildings are in relation to a geographic relationship 

with the site. 

 

Each laboratory or “segmented arthropod appendage” engages 

with particular site or building characteristics for the process of 

collecting/feeding and processing/digesting botanic, 

invertebrate and vertebrate life. These appendages are 

connected to operate as a single facility that shares and feeds 

information off each other. Each laboratory needed a series of 

rooms to ensure that it would be functional. These rooms 

included working laboratories, office spaces, bathrooms, a 

library, a conference room, teaching spaces, and a kitchen and 

lounge where students can retreat to.  

 

In his book On Growth and Form, D’Arcy Thompson talked about 

“forms which are so concomitant with life that they are 

seemingly controlled by life”. Being ‘concomitant with life’ 

translates in architecture to the life of the intended building, the 

manner in which the architect shapes spaces and light in 

relation to the use and experience of the building (Galison and 

Thompson 1999). Concomitant with life in architectural 
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laboratories is the essence of movement, energy and the 

exchange of ideas. The forms that were generated from earlier 

formal investigations into invertebrates expressed the ideas 

derived from arthropods that are brought to life once the 

building itself becomes a mechanism of sampling; a living 

organism that moves and interacts within the littoral. An 

organism survives in nature by feeding, sensing its environment 

and regulating temperature. These survival techniques translate 

into processes that function programmatically. The process of 

feeding is related to collecting specimens – feeding the 

laboratory with research. Digesting is translated into the act of 

processing the specimen, investigating and extracting the 

information. Circulation in invertebrates is concerned with 

respiratory movements and blood circulation. This was 

translated to movements through the building. Heat regulation 

in invertebrates is achieved through dispersing gases through 

pores in their structures and is accomplished through passive 

solar heating and ventilation. These processes animate the 

building as it adapts biomorphic movements to achieve these 

functions.  
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Three building forms were developed through the evolution of 

model-making that not only responded to environmental 

conditions but function programmatically as a living organism: 

LAB01_1, LAB01_2 and LAB02_1. The ecology laboratories not 

only measure biotic factors, the living organism or population of 

species but also the abiotic factors, that is to say the non-living 

but physical factors such as temperature, wind speed and 

direction, light, cloud cover and seasons, which effect an 

ecosystem’s development, reproduction and survival. 
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Terrestrial LAB_01 

Forest littoral laboratory 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4.12: Cross section through LAB_01 
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Terrestrial LAB_01 

Forest littoral laboratory 

 

The forest littoral laboratory programme is interested in 

investigating the activity that occurs between the lower shrub 

zone and the canopy zone. The forest littoral has a steep terrain 

with tall native plants and dense bush. There are many methods 

of sampling within the canopy zone of an ecological terrestrial 

site. These include, but not limited to, collecting leaf litter, 

insect fall, surveying the canopy of trees to see how UV rays 

affect growth, colorization and aerial traps.  

 

These processes of sampling were converted into a physical part 

of the building by translating new methods of tectonic, 

structural and mechanical expressions from the articulation of 

arthropods. By using the metaphor of the building as a living 

organism, the laboratory is transferred into an intricate 

arrangement of space and functions that is used as a tool for 

sampling the canopy zone. Subsequently, the locations of these 

collecting mechanisms have dictated the location and 

arrangement of processing and laboratory spaces within the 
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building. The programme and function of the laboratory have 

been designed in relation to site conditions, environmental 

conditions and sources of sampling by activating the surface of 

the building.  

 

Spaces 

 
Laboratories 
Prep Areas 
First contact laboratories 
Teaching Spaces 
Offices 
Bathroom 
Library 
Conference Room 
Sleeping Rooms  
Kitchen  
Lounge 
 

 

The location of the working laboratories within this building has 

been arranged in accordance to where the source of collection 

occurs. There is a sequence to sampling that begins with the act 

of collecting/feeding of specimens through to 

processing/digesting them and finally to disposing of the waste 
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products. There are a series of spaces that also works within this 

sequence, creating an ordered arrangement of internal spaces.  

In all the laboratories there are private stairwells that led up 

towards decks, platforms and rooftops where the process of 

feeding on specimens for examination happens. The decks, 

platforms and rooftops have a series of shoots in which 

invertebrate and plant specimens can be sent down into a small 

preparation area. The preparation area allows specimens to be 

transferred from their source to an area of investigation 

promptly without the loss of information, and is contained 

within a specific zone of the building. The preparation area 

provides a controlled area where the first stages of digesting the 

information can take place. This space has equipment for 

cleaning, preserving and categorizing specimens for further 

research. The natural waste products that are produced or left 

over from the processing and investigating practices are sent 

through a series of shoots and recycled as compost. This product 

is returned back to the ground as nourishment for the future 

growth and development of plants and invertebrates. This life 

cycle has a poetic relationship with the laws of entropy, which 

states that all living bodies have a higher energy of life and as 

time goes on our embodied energy decreases, the nature of the 
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world shifts to a lower form of energy and eventually returns to 

the ground as nourishment.   

Fig 4.13: Bio-mechanic cherry picker mechanism 

 

Accessing this canopy zone is extremely difficult as some species 

of native New Zealand plants grow to a height of 10-15m. The 

laboratory building becomes a mechanism that can provide an 
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access to this level by stimulating and opening its building 

surface, like an elytra, the beetle’s wing-folding mechanism. The 

building morphs open through electronic actuators in order to 

allow a cherry picker or scissor lift apparatus to sample the 

canopy zone. The machinery, which is located within the 

building, can be controlled from inside the building for the 

purpose of collecting specimens from a distance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.14: Beetle’s elytra, wing folding mechanism 

 

The bio-inspiration and translation from the elytra’s folding 

mechanism has also been adapted into a mechanism that is 
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used as an aerial trap for flying insects. The mechanism is a 

monosmart expansion material with shape-changing abilities 

that act in response to electronic linear actuators, changing its 

shape and position by means of electrical reactions. The 

structure lifts out of the indents in a double-skin surface 

allowing nets to be attached to its structure. The first contact 

room, located directly below the mechanism, folds down part of 

the wall to allow students access and take the specimens from 

the nets. Each of the structural components can be controlled 

electronically from within the first contact labs, which provide 

greater control in this collecting process.  

 

The study of morphology in plants was first made clear in the 

Eighteenth Century through Goethe’s investigations into the 

primordial seed. The concept of nature is fluid and has 

transformed from a metaphor of morphology to a generative 

model in architecture. Morphology or the growth in science can 

be translated into architecture from various angles and 

perspectives. In this design, the ideas and tectonic expression of 

form-finding and growth that surround morphology have 

translated from the development of a parasitic organism that 

has invaded a host subject. There are two forms of parasitic 
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organisms that react differently once they have invaded a host 

subject, one is of a hostile nature and the other is works in co-

operation with the host. The parasite that feeds off its host does 

so by growing rapidly and aggressively through a host body. The 

process is pointless as the parasite’s survival is reliant on that of 

its host. The parasite that works in co-operation with a host 

body learns to develop a process where both the host and 

parasite can stay alive. There are parasites that inhabit the 

sensory mechanisms that allow bats to sense objects and 

predators in the dark. There are two openings in the bat’s body 

that send out signals into the environment in which the 

parasites dwell. The parasites have developed a survival 

technique that leaves a pheromone trace down towards one of 

these openings in order to direct other parasite; this process 

ensures that both the bats and the parasite survive.  

 

The parasitic morphology utilized in the laboratory works as a 

co-operative device that accommodates vertical, horizontal and 

diagonal movement. It becomes a mechanism for leaf-litter 

collection, contains first contact labs, detection equipment for 

air temperature and wind speed, and provides light and 

ventilation for the building. The parasitic morphosis became a  
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Fig 4.15: Parasitic Morphology Model    
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generative exploration of three-dimensional model-making that 

combined the evolutionary tectonics of growth with the 

processes of circulation, and as a mechanism of feeding or 

collecting source specimens. 

 

The laboratory becomes a living organism that survives by 

sampling and adapting to its environment. Biomimicry offers 

architecture different approaches to tectonics and structure, 

and provides a logical operative function. Organisms in biology 

evolve as a process of natural selection ensuring that processes 

and functions of the body adapt to the ever-changing 

environment. In many ways architecture can be seen as a 

parallel process of evolution to biology as a response to changes 

within urban phenomena of social, cultural and environmental 

conditions.  
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Terrestrial LAB_02 

Coastal Littoral Laboratory 

 

Fig 4.16: Cross section through LAB_02 
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Terrestrial  

LAB_02 

Coastal Littoral Laboratory 

 

The Coastal Littoral Laboratory studies the interactions and 

processes of plants and invertebrates between the sub-terrain 

and the lower shrub zones. The sub-terrain zone has several 

ground conditions that change from a solid foundation to 

mudflats and sand, each of these conditions is inhabited by 

different plants and invertebrates. The coastal littoral has a 

moderate incline and is covered with dense bush and average-

sized trees. There are many methods of sampling the coastal 

littoral. Within the sub-terrain and lower shrub zones of the 

terrestrial site these include, but are not limited to, pheromone 

traps, insect fall, pit fall traps, water collection and aerial traps.  

 

The terrestrial laboratories represent two disjointed arthropod 

segments that contain the same tectonic expression that 

responds and reacts to their individual littorals. The coastal 

littoral laboratory adopts the use of bio-mechanical operations 

for the process of collecting and examining specimens. LAB_02 

uses the same rationale towards making decisions about the 
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location of spaces and functions as LAB_01. The laboratories are 

positioned around the source and collection zones of specimens.  

 

Spaces 

 

Laboratories 
Prep Areas 
First contact laboratories 
Teaching Spaces 
Offices 
Bathroom 
Library 
Conference Room 
Sleeping Rooms  
Kitchen  
Lounge 
 

 

There are three major working laboratories within LAB_02, each 

with their own specific purpose and bio-mechanical response to 

the environment. The first laboratory is used as a tool to draw 

specific populations of invertebrate species through a series of 

pheromone traps that attract the invertebrates through scent. 

The building lifts open with the kinetic movement of an 

arthropod appendage to reveal the pheromone traps to the 
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environment. Each pheromone trap can be controlled 

individually and leads into independently controlled 

environments used to investigate how insects, plants and 

populations interactions. The bio-mechanism acts in a predatory 

manner, using distinct characteristics to attract unsuspecting 

insects for sampling. 

Fig 4.17: Partial cross section of the Bio-mechanical aerial traps 
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The base of the coastal littoral contains a body of water where 

excess water drains from the forest littoral creating various 

streams. This is a unique ecosystem were aquatic invertebrates 

and plants interact with terrestrial invertebrates and plants. This 

transition from land to water provides interesting relationships 

between abiotic and biotic factors. The form of the coastal 

littoral building is designed in a way that it captures and holds 

rain water for the purpose of investigating these abiotic and 

biotic factors. The man-made ecosystem is linked to the second 

wet laboratory, the water collected flows inside the laboratory 

through a series of pipes into water tanks. This process allows 

the invertebrates to flow into a controlled area where scientist 

can test theories and process using these specimens.  

 

The third laboratory is partly submerged under the ground in 

order to allow ground-crawling invertebrates up onto the roof 

space. The roof space essentially becomes a roof garden that 

resembles the ground conditions of the coastal littoral ground 

floor. The surface of the laboratory is activated by a series of pit 

fall traps designed to allow insects to walk into a pit of alcohol 

solution. The roof surface will electronically rise up when an 

alcohol solution is placed within the pit fall trap and will go back 
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down once the specimens have been collected. There are pipes 

located directly underneath the pit fall traps that lead into the 

preparation area of the laboratory where the specimens are 

sorted, cleaned and categorized for further study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                       
 

 

Fig 4.18: Cross section through a pit fall traps 
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Marine LAB_03 

Marine Littoral Laboratory 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.19: Cross section through the LAB_03_03 
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Marine LAB_03 

Marine Littoral Laboratory 

 

The marine littoral laboratory has an entirely different 

relationship with its ecosystem. The building becomes a tool and 

mechanism for gathering abiotic and biotic information for 

formal methods and scientific investigations of testing. Abiotic 

factors are the non-living physical forces such a temperature, 

cloud cover, seasons, wind and location that affect survival and 

reproduction. Biotic factors relate to the living things or 

materials that directly affect the organism in its environment. 

The marine laboratory continues the tectonic expression derived 

from the terrestrial laboratories within the articulations of form, 

surface and bio-mechanism. 

 

 

Spaces 

Laboratories 
Prep Areas 
First contact laboratories 
Teaching Spaces 
Algae Black Room 
Offices 
Bathroom 
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Sleeping Rooms  
Kitchen  
Lounge 
 

 
The marine sector is an immense area full of activity and life. It 

is broken down to a smaller scale to identify areas in which 

particular aquatic invertebrates and vertebrate specimens live. 

There are many methods of sampling within the marine littoral. 

These include, but not limited to, creating individual water 

farms, creating fouling communities, netting, and collecting 

sediment and water samples.  

 

The relationship between spaces and the programme for the 

marine littoral laboratory is organized around two axes, both 

vertically and horizontally. The building is divided down its 

centre – one side is the abiotic or non living and the other the 

biotic or living. The biotic laboratories deal with the living 

organism and the study of how these organisms interact with 

their environments. Individually controlled water tanks are used 

to simulate an underwater ecosystem, with large water pumps 

located beneath the tanks to pump in fresh salt water to ensure 

that the specimens survive. A series of cameras is located in a 

floor cavity for time-lapse videography so that the underwater 
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activity can be recorded for further analysis. These water tanks 

can be controlled individually to change their abiotic conditions 

and see how this affects the source specimens. The design of 

the building requires that there is large mass anchoring the 

building and stopping it from tipping over. The water tanks 

provide a kind of stabilizing buoyancy that helps counteract the 

effects of tidal movement. 

 

The marine laboratory uses the building as a tool that measures 

both abiotic and biotic factors by recording data within a vertical 

technical shaft labeled “the brain”. The brain is a vertical shaft 

that houses the equipment measuring heat, temperature, 

rainfall and wind speeds, as well as being a first-contact 

preparation area and a shaft for vertical movement. The brain is 

not limited as a digital recorder but also interacts with the 

practices of collecting and recording specimens.  

 

One of the processes the vertical shaft contains is a mechanism 

that lowers and rises a platform with a set of ropes attached and 

leading into the water. The idea of this mechanism is to study 

fouling communities, sessile benthic animals and plants that 

attach to boats, piles or ropes. The mechanism allows these 
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fouling communities to be studied without having to dive 

beneath the building to research them. The platforms are raised 

up out of the sea through a mechanical crank system; the ropes 

are brought to a desirable height to be worked on. The 

mechanical crank system easily allows the fouling communities 

to be changed and studied within a laboratory.  

 

The horseshoe crab inhabits shallow marine waters and survives 

by ploughing through the sand surface and feeding. The 

horseshoe crab has a series of appendages that fold out from 

underneath its body to be used in the process of locomotion and 

food sourcing. The appendages and their mechanisms were 

modified for the process of collecting specimens. The bio-

mechanism is located within a cavity along the bottom of the 

marine laboratory. The mechanism is folded out into the sea 

with a series of nets and traps attached in order to capture 

invertebrate and vertebrate specimens and retract back into the 

building once the specimens have been captured.  
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Biomimicry Designing for the future 

 

 

Biomimicry, Biophilia, and bio-inspirations are new sciences that 

investigate biological models and processes in order to uncover 

nature’s secrets to solve our problems. Architects are constantly 

in pursuit for new inspirations and innovations that test existing 

methods and models of architectural design. Concerns about 

the conservation of the environment, protection of natural 

resources and the production of pollution have made architects, 

designers, engineers and scientist return to nature to investigate 

its infinite potentials for design. The return to nature is seen as a 

technique that can correct the problems of the world. This 

return to natural principles and methods poses the questions, 

what can architecture learn from biology?  

 

Biomimicry and bio-inspirations have provided new methods of 

structure, tectonics and formal languages for architectural 

design. These disciplines recast organisms as mechanisms that 

are surrounded by an intrinsic poetry of science. The poetics of 

nature and science have allowed architects to test the 
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boundaries of existing methods and models of construction, 

structure and tectonics in order to develop a system that follows 

natural principals. These bio disciplines provide models of bio 

systems that have potential applications as responsive system 

for architecture.  

 

Biomimicry has influenced and enriched the architectural 

language of laboratory design through the articulation 

morphology of arthropods. The poetic mechanisms and 

exoskeleton elements of arthropods, (3D dimensional geometric 

forms) were translated into a complex arrangement of over 

lapping tectonic elements and joints. This articulation of forms 

developed into an organized complexity of components that 

became a new architectural exoskeleton structure.  

 

The idea of the exoskeleton is concerned with redundancy of 

excess material, an amour that protects against the elements. 

Current investigations that were discussed within the second 

chapter of self organization and hierarchical arrangements of 

structural components highlighted the importance of 

redundancy in materials in order to create a structure that tests 

existing methods of engineering. The organized complexity 
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derived from the arthropod not only provided a tectonic and 

structural model for the architectural design but also provides a 

neurological model in accordance to biophilic design. The 

neurological model measures levels of response of humans 

within a built and natural environment. This model has been 

shown to influence productivity and creativity within the work 

environment. Biophilic design is the attempt to translate an 

understanding of how human beings associate with natural 

systems and processes.  Organized complexity that is inherent 

within biological organisms has been proven to be a means for 

visual stimulus that improves critical thinking and problem 

solving. Bio-inspired architecture is concerned about generating 

behavioral and interactive responses in relation to sensory and 

physical elements such as form, light, space, ventilation and the 

environment to change the way in which people work and 

interact. 

 

Research into various organisms has been applied to 

architecture to obtain a synergy between structure, surface and 

performance. Through the study of natural principles and their 

application to architectural design, buildings can exchange the 

metaphor of the “machine” and create a single entity or 
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architectural organism that incorporates form, structure, and 

performance. Arthropod structures provide the ideas of the 

mechanism with their articulation of limbs, segmented joints 

and wing folding devices. These ideas were enlivened by an 

expression of kinetic movement where the building became a 

living organism.  The metaphor of the living organism 

transformed the architectural laboratory into an interactive 

specimen that was used as a programmatic tool for sampling 

specimens and biological matter as well as being able to adapt 

to its site conditions. Plant and invertebrate specimens were 

investigated for their biomechanical and environmental 

responsiveness.  From the performance of biological systems 

material analogues were developed create a responsive 

architecture. Material responsiveness and laboratory 

architecture can be achieved through, piezoelectric, 

thermoelectric and photovoltaic systems. Responsive systems in 

architecture have developed into the relationship between 

“smart” or “intelligent” engineered materials and their 

functional application within design.  In a world that is rapidly 

becoming digitized, architects are confronted with this new 

wave of technology with limitless potential that has the abilities 

to provide energy, transformative functions and the ability for 
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materials to change their properties in response to external 

stimuli.  

 

In a world that is becoming more digitalized the perception of 

how we live work and interact within it is changing. Architecture 

is a discipline that generates styles that reflect its eras, and has 

been confronted with “smart” materials that open the field of 

architecture beyond current models of efficiency and capability. 

Technology forces people to view architecture in a new light 

that produces new models for living, working and interacting 

within society and the environment. 

D’Arcy Thompson wrote “nature keeps some of her secrets 

longer than others; she tells the secrets of the rainbow and 

hides that of the northern lights”. Nature is constantly revealing 

new secrets and scientific discoveries into how organisms 

function. The investigation into the nano-realm has produced a 

series of new emergent materials and technologies that are 

continuously seeking to improve existing building materials and 

processes. Biomimicry and science are the beginning towards 

developing new architectural world.  
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Project Drawings 
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Wider Auckland Context 
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Kendall Bay, Birkenhead, North Shore  
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Biological Cross-section through Kendall Bay, indicating the 

three key ecological zones 
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Marine Floor Plan 
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Marine Cross Section
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Coastal Floor Plans 
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Coastal Cross Section 
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Forest Floor Plans 
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Forest Cross Section 
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